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Sharp at 2 pm, the opening ceremony officially inaugurated the Olympiad ’16 with the name of Allah and the national anthem. The excitement
formed an aura that enveloped everyone, assuring the success of the
event.
The convener’s speech kick-started the event with the memories of
Olympiad 2013 and promise of making history with Olympiad 2016. Different videos were screened drawing applause from the audience.
After that the CAO of TopCity-1, the platinum sponsor for the event,
spoke about the concept of TopCity-1 and its stress on modern living
including education. “We are here to empower,” said TopCity-1’s CAO.
With the flag-hoisting ceremony, the Pro Rector Academics opened
the NUST Olympiad 2016. He lauded efforts of the entire team and urged
them to facilitate the participants to their best. He wished the participants
and organizing committee a successful event ahead.
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Fun-filled Carnival
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The smell of Tikka, Shawarma, Gola Ganda and yummy treats surrounded the participants! Olympiad carnival this year was alive with all the
mouthwatering goodies and thrilling rides! But hey, since this is NUST,
nothing was “just enough,” therefore the music fans thoroughly enjoyed
Khummariyan performing live! There was thrill all around. It was really a
memorable evening.
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What’s on

Cricket
Talented individuals from all over the country have mustered here in the
grounds of NUST to showcase their cricketing skills and race for the crown of
champions and we hope their high spirits with a pint of tension and thickness
on the pitch will provide us a great show to watch.

Charcoal Drawing

If you are fond of sketching and know you’ve got it in you, unveil your artistic
brainchild with a charcoal and a sheet in hand. Other than accreditation of your
work you might get to bag a celebrity signed certificate.

Drama fest

NUST Olympiad ‘16 is providing a perfect opportunity to bring out that “dramaybaz” inside of you. Witness as our participants bring you some of the best performances possible.
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Badminton

Badminton is one of the main features of NUST Olympiad 2016 and winner will
take home as much as 5000/- cash with burnished shields and formal certificates.

Public Speaking

People here aspire to inspire us with the magic of their words and aesthetic body language, so do come to this event you never know that talk might
change your perception towards something forever.

Archery

Trying to shoot an apple on a 10-year old’s head? No you are not William tell,
and this event is not about shooting apples either, this competition is about trying your marksmanship skills In one of the biggest national events so cometh
this Friday DRAW HOLD SHOOT!!!
(Come on we all wanted to be Robin Hood at least once in our life)
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